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Marketing initiatives in detail

A) Building the capacity and sustainability of marketing and
audience development work across all museums in Wales
1: Training - helping make marketing effective and sustainable among
museums in Wales
This initiative seeks to help lay the foundation for more effective marketing among
museums in Wales through the provision of accessible and attractive training.
Many museums, particularly smaller ones, say they would benefit from basic marketing training.
Others, even where they undertake considerable promotional work, often do so on the basis
of very limited resources, and lack professional support or experience with marketing. With
new developments like social networking and the use of mobile technology and new research
highlighting user and non-user views and needs in the cultural sector, there is a need to lay the
basis for a much improved and sustainable marketing effort across the museum sector. This
should draw on recent research and marketing thinking and address the changing way in which
users access cultural experiences.
Recent years have seen some excellent examples of training and resource development on
marketing made available to museums in Wales. Those of our interviewees who had participated
expressed great satisfaction with recent ACW funded training provided by Audiences Wales. This
strategy proposes to facilitate further development of these training opportunities and resources
and to make them as accessible as possible to staff and volunteers from all museums in Wales.
This will be an initial step towards raising the standard and practice of marketing in museums in
Wales and putting it on a sustainable basis. The aim is to support museums in allocating their
limited marketing resources in the most effective way, whatever their market position, and to do
so on the basis of good professional practice.
It is proposed that discussions take place with Audiences Wales and other potential partners
to develop an extended training programme which can be promoted to, and if possible partly
subsidised for, the museum workforce (paid or volunteers). Any subsidy for training from the
central marketing budget should not rule out additional funding being sought including via
sponsorship and other fundraising.
The training sessions could include issues like: understanding the local and visitor markets;
market segmentation, alignment of ‘offer’ to target audience requirements; the use of online
and mobile technology in marketing; how to judge the effectiveness of this and other forms of
marketing etc. The approach and content should be ‘scalable’ to ensure relevance to the needs
of small museums or those with limited budgets. It would help if sessions could be arranged on
a geographic basis across Wales to facilitate attendance and the use of teleconferencing and
online access should also be explored.
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The programme could include potential for both paid staff and volunteers, to work towards
achieving a recognised accreditation standard in marketing or customer service if required, for
example through NVQs, or Chartered Institute of Marketing qualifications.
The training initiative should be linked to the second marketing initiative - promoting online
resources and support. Training material should wherever possible be part of the online
resources made available to museums to support marketing. Feedback from training sessions with perhaps an early pilot series, should be used to develop the programme so that it genuinely
meets Welsh museum’s needs and priorities.

The target group for this initiative would be all museums in Wales with particular emphasis on
reaching and persuading smaller and independent museums of the benefits of the training.
Larger and well resourced museums will still benefit from much of this training and they may also
provide valuable case studies and examples of good practice.
Marketing messages to museums would:
•
•
•
•

emphasise that the training sessions are specially developed for museums, including the
smallest and least well resourced, and respond to clear messages given in developing the
marketing strategy
utilise feedback/testimonials from earlier sessions to promote to possibly reluctant participants
saying how useful the training had been and how it adds value for continual professional
development as well as being satisfying and fun
emphasise the links with online support materials on marketing – including those generated
as a specific outcome of the training programme itself
promote any subsidy for attendance
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2: Supporting skill development and spreading good practice - developing and
promoting online support
The aim of this initiative is to work with key partners including the Federation, Audiences
Wales and UK bodies such as AIM to collate and provide easy access to resources which
can support the development of marketing in Wales and to actively encourage museums to
make use of them.
One of the many strengths of the museum sector, in Wales and across the UK, is the range
of opportunities to access online support material for skill development and for sharing and
extending good practice. Not all museums are aware or are actively drawing on these resources,
and many will have limited time to do so.
As training and other initiatives of this strategy get underway, the national marketing team should
actively promote the inclusion of new marketing support material in online resources and should
utilise their own e-newsletter, the CyMAL Current Awareness postings and the Federation’s
website Rhannu pages and other sites as appropriate to widen access to toolkits, training
opportunities, volunteer support and examples of good practice within the sector. It might also be
possible to develop partnership opportunities with Cardiff University and Futurelearn.
The target group for this initiative will be all museums, particularly those smaller and
independent museums that may not regularly access the current online resources or do not
feel they have the time or interest to take advantage of online initiatives or toolkit and training
resources.
Marketing messages to museums would:
•
•
•
•

Success stories highlighted by examples of good practice and training
The range and quality of resources provided
Ease of access and peer group support for using online resources and joining online activities
Links with and support for the training programme promoted by the strategy
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3: Volunteering - promoting the contribution that volunteering can make to
museums in Wales
This initiative seeks to strengthen the already invaluable contribution that volunteers
make to the running and promotion of museums in Wales through promoting to potential
volunteers and their support bodies the opportunities for widening the range of volunteers
and extending the ways in which they contribute to marketing and audience development.
Volunteers are already vital to Wales’ museums, especially in the independent sector where
they can be the bedrock for every aspect of the running of the museum as well as providing
support for the paid and professional workforce. Volunteers are often older people, with years
of work experience behind them, but not necessarily offering all the skills that museums need to
operate in the modern world. It must be acknowledged that recruiting, managing and supporting
volunteers is demanding and time consuming, but many museums could make better use
of their existing volunteers and could also find it valuable to attract volunteers from a wider
demographic, or with specific professional expertise to offer. It could also be hugely beneficial to
offer volunteering opportunities to groups such as younger people seeking work experience or to
enrich their CVs, and those within mentoring programmes and students.
The national WCVA and local volunteer centres can provide support to museums who might wish
to develop work with volunteers. For example, museums might be encouraged to develop special
projects to attract volunteers with professional skills who may be willing to work on a time-limited
marketing project on, for example, audience research. Existing volunteers could be included
within marketing project work to help enrich their current volunteering experience.
The national marketing team should discuss with WCVA, AIM and the Federation how best they
can assist promotion of volunteering in museums, for example by encouraging museums to
contact and work with their local volunteer centres, and with educational and other bodies, and
how they can ensure good management of volunteers and raise awareness of the resources that
will be required for effective use of volunteers.

The target group for this initiative would be potential volunteers and their support bodies
to promote the opportunities for increased museum volunteering, whether in the number of
volunteers, specialist experience, a wider demographic or range of volunteering activity.
Museums can be encouraged to develop and offer new forms of volunteering to a wide range of
local people who might be attracted to volunteering opportunities with their local museum.
A second target group would be key decision makers at local or national level, and/or potential
sponsors of programmes, who are seeking to promote volunteering and who should be made
aware of both the existing level and value of volunteering in museums and the potential offered
by this initiative to increase and enrich the work with volunteers, enhancing the benefits for
individuals and the contribution to community well-being that museums are making.
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Marketing messages to volunteers and their support bodies could include:
•
•
•
•
•

Good news stories from museums about the contribution (including to marketing work) of
volunteers
The opportunities provided by key partners in the volunteering and educational and other
sectors for support in attracting a wide range of volunteers
The range of volunteering opportunities that could be utilised including special projects
associated with audience development and marketing
The support and training opportunities available and the potential for wider recognition (see
Welsh Museum Awards below)
Stories from volunteers and what they gained from their work

Marketing messages to key decision-makers and potential funders could include:
•
•
•

How many volunteers are involved in museums, how essential they are to the sectors’
continued health and how well the professional museum workforce copes with meeting their
needs and learning requirements
The benefits that individual volunteers gain in work experience, skills and CV development
and life satisfaction
The contribution that museums are making to community welfare through the careful
management and support they offer through volunteering programmes and projects
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4: Researching user and non-user perceptions and needs - helping strengthen
the basis for marketing in the future
This initiative seeks to strengthen the basic market and visitor data for museum visiting
in Wales and to develop understanding of non-visitor opinion and perceptions, so as to
provide a better basis for future marketing work.
Information on the pattern of visiting museums, on user needs and satisfaction levels and on
the views of non-users is limited and patchy. Very little of it relates to the quality and nature of
the experience of visitors and the barriers, perceptual or otherwise, that deter local people and
tourists from outside Wales from including visits to museums in their leisure time or itinerary.
The Arts Council Wales/Audiences Wales Benchmarking pilot is an interesting experiment
from which lessons have been learned about training for and implementing this sort of survey including providing training for those leading survey work and ensuring that skills are cascaded
to all the workforce. The recent BritainThinks report commissioned by the Museums Association
and partners, including CyMAL, provides fascinating insights into what both visitors and nonvisitors value about museums.
These excellent initiatives should be built on to help provide a more consistent and sophisticated
body of data which can be drawn on by museums in developing their marketing work.
A carefully planned, survey programme, and further focus group work, could help develop
understanding of non-museum visitors and of tourists and day trippers who don’t currently visit
museums. It could help identify what might encourage these non-visitors to visit museums or to
participate in cultural activities or experiences.
Some museums, including of course Amgueddfa Cymru and the National Trust, have
considerable experience of developing and commissioning audience research work and their
advice and input would be invaluable alongside that of CyMAL, ACW and Audiences Wales.
It may be possible also to draw in one or other of the Universities or education centres which
specialise in visitor or market research work.
It is proposed that CyMAL lead a discussion with potential partners to develop a programme
that will produce quantitative and qualitative data of most use to museums as a whole in their
understanding of their markets and visitor needs and to explore how this can be made accessible
to museums for use in developing their own marketing efforts.
The target group for this initiative would be a group of museum stakeholders as well as other
bodies involved in undertaking or commissioning relevant research work into cultural activities
and the visitor economy.
A second target group would be the museum sector - informing them that research was being
undertaken and securing participation and support.
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Marketing messages to museums and partners in the visitor economy would include:
•
•
•
•

The insights into user and non-users, their perceptions, needs and the quality of their visiting
experience that will be gained from surveys that sample the 3.5m visitors each year to
museums of every size and type across Wales
The benefits to museums and tourism bodies of greater understanding of users’ and nonusers’ expectations and views
The promotional opportunities and advocacy gains for museums and for national partners,
including local and national government, from publishing results of well-designed surveys
The professional benefits, necessity even, of measuring the impact of marketing investment
over the long term
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B) Promoting, profile raising, and advocating the benefits of
museums across Wales today.
5: Promoting museums to the visitor market through building relations with
tourism and promotional bodies
This initiative aims to strengthen the visibility of museums to tourists and visitors from
inside and outside Wales, particularly those seeking information online on things to do in
the area or in Wales as a whole
Tourists, from within and outside Wales, are an important market for all museums. Museums
offer both enjoyment and cultural stimulation to a wide range of visitors from family groups to
cultural tourists. Yet many bodies working in the tourism economy, such as the regional tourism
partnerships, would welcome more proactive engagement from the museum sector. Museums
currently have variable connections with local, regional and national bodies and groups
promoting Wales to tourists.
Tourists and day-visitors are increasingly using web sites as their source of information on
possible activities, and accessing them by mobile devices like smart phones and tablets. In
many cases, tourism promotion sites will be prominent in many online searches for activities
either nationally or within an area - whilst local museum web sites may be harder to find.
The opportunity exists for representatives of local museums to forge stronger and more
productive links with visitor and tourism partners and to enrich the tourist offer through promoting
local museums.
This initiative will first seek to build relationships between museums and tourism bodies (for
example representatives of local museums may attend meetings and assist the work of their local
and regional tourism bodies) and through this seek to ensure greater access to museums by
tourists.
The national marketing team will seek to secure agreement for existing visitor and other tourism
websites to carry a regular ‘Museum story of the month’ with a picture and headline in a
prominent position that links to a regularly changing, engaging ‘good news’ story. These stories
should celebrate museums and the unexpected range of their activities, the enjoyable and
stimulating experience they offer visitors, the quality and helpfulness of the workforce and the
deep resources of knowledge and expertise they hold and share. Each story should provide a
live link to the originating museum’s own website and aim to stimulate further virtual exploration
and actual visits to museums.
Securing this exposure for monthly museum stories will require the national marketing team to
lead on careful negotiation with the tourism sector as well as sourcing, shaping and supplying a
lively stream of stories.
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The target groups for this initiative will be first the national, regional and local groupings formed
to promote Wales to tourists and secondly all Welsh museums – encouraging them to get more
involved with their local, regional and national tourist bodies as appropriate.
Marketing messages to museums would:
The marketing messages to promote greater involvement and visibility to the visitor market
could include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The mutual value of partnership working to increase the attractiveness of museums in Wales
to tourists and day-visitors
The wide range of unexpected and fun activities available at museums
Museums are everywhere and available to everyone living in or visiting Wales
Museums have changed and offer exciting and enjoyable new experiences which are relevant
to our lives today
How museum users can access and benefit from the high standards and variety of expertise,
knowledge and skills and the sheer enthusiasm of curators, learning and outreach officers
and volunteers in Welsh museums today
How visitors were surprised or delighted by something they saw or experienced
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6: Promoting high profile Welsh Museum Awards
In this initiative the national marketing team will work closely with partners to develop a
regular set of awards that will reflect and showcase to the media and the general public
the wide range of work undertaken by museums of all sizes and governance structures in
Wales and the benefits museums deliver for society and the economy.
A high profile series of Welsh Museum Awards will recognise and celebrate the successes and
contribution that museums make to life in Wales and to its image outside the country. The awards
should have the explicit aim of creating a positive image for museums. This must be targeted at
the media and the general public as a whole, but most particularly to those who do not currently
consider visiting museums. The awards should avoid any sense of a sector congratulating itself
to itself, but be directed at a varied public and wide range of stakeholders.
Stakeholder bodies may already be considering awards either for museums alone or along with a
range of cultural bodies and it is hoped this initiative could help bring together and press forward
these discussions through the formation of a working party which could be serviced by the Wrexham based marketing team.
The proposed awards scheme should aim for a high level of professionalism both in the conception, planning, judging, presentation and promotion. It will need to achieve wide support across
the museum sector and recognition of the awards’ value and integrity among partners and stakeholders. As with the ‘Museum stories of the month’ referred to above, the awards scheme should
be designed to appeal to the public and to achieve widespread coverage in all media.
There could be many ideas for the shape of the awards. Rather than featuring a single ‘museum
of the year’ the awards scheme should include several carefully designed categories and aim to
promote museum work which, for example: provides exciting and informative visitor experiences;
offers involvement for local communities and volunteers; offers stimulating out-of-the-classroom
learning experiences; and promotes Wales to tourists.
Care will need to be taken to ensure the award scheme is genuinely inclusive and celebrates
all that is great and exciting among all museums in Wales. This may mean including categories
that particularly focus on the smaller and less well resourced museums whilst others could be
relevant to all museums - including Amgueddfa Cymru. Awards could recognise, for example:
new displays; best temporary exhibition; community links and volunteering; education initiatives;
best promotional campaign; positive visitor feedback; an excellent project on a limited budget
(emphasising the excellence); best partnership project involving an Amgueddfa Cymru site; or a
‘People’s Choice’ award with online voting.
Award winners can be widely promoted on museum, tourism and other web-sites. Experience
from models elsewhere in the UK, for example the East Midlands region, indicate that the national marketing team and individual museums should be able to use the awards process to secure
good media coverage at each stage of the process: launch; long listing; short listing and the
actual awards.
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Sponsors could be sought for the various categories and the active support and involvement
of Amgueddfa Cymru, AIM and the Federation should be sought in their development. Awards
could be annual or biennial and might be linked to other award schemes or be stand-alone.
An extensive period of discussion, planning, negotiation and fundraising will be required for these
awards and it will be important to find a way of placing them on a sustainable organisational and
financial basis. It is hoped that the awards will draw on the active support of key partners in their
development, organisation and promotion.
The target groups for this initiative will include the key museum stakeholders in the first instance
who will need to develop the proposal for the awards and seek a sustainable basis for them.
Once the awards are established their promotion will be directed at all museums, especially to
encourage and support participation from smaller and more isolated ones, museum visitors and
those who do not visit, stakeholders at local, regional and national level, and the Welsh and UK
media. Promotion of the awards will be to as wide a range of the general public and of stakeholders as possible.
The marketing messages should include:
•
•
•
•

Museums’ contribution to our cultural life deserves to be celebrated and recognised
Museums in Wales are exciting and innovative places and centres of great knowledge and
expertise
Welsh Museums are at the cutting edge
Even small and local museums are providing exciting experiences for everyone – visitors and
workforce - and provide good value
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7: Promoting selective, targeted engagement in a wide range of national
initiatives
This initiative will promote the opportunities for museums in Wales to participate in
national promotions that seek to extend and build audiences for cultural bodies. It will then
publicise the benefits to museums, who might be reluctant to get involved, and promote
good news stories from museums who do participate.
A wide range of Wales-wide and UK-wide initiatives and promotional opportunities are on offer
to Welsh museums. This strategy does not suggest that the national marketing team should
generate any new ‘Wales only’ events or programmes.
Museums across Wales differ considerably in the extent to which they participate in existing
Wales and UK wide museum or cultural initiatives. Many do participate, choosing initiatives that
play to their strengths as an organisation or the content of their collections. They benefit from
these initiatives as they provide a ready branded and promoted vehicle for raising their profile
and sometimes reach audiences who would not otherwise engage with museums at all. In other
cases, however, museums do not feel able to devote their limited resources to participation or do
not see their relevance.
National initiatives provide an opportunity for museums to promote themselves to new and
wider audiences. It is proposed that the national marketing team should act to make known and
promote a full range of these opportunities so that individual museums can asses when and
where involvement will be beneficial to them. It is recognised that not all museums will take part
in all initiatives. It is recognised that this needs to be tackled sensitively so that a ‘one size fits
all’ approach is not assumed but that museums need to be fully informed of the opportunities
available to them and actively encouraged and helped to participate where relevant.
The national marketing team, as well as ensuring museums are aware of the initiatives and the
potential benefits, should actively collate feedback from museums on their participation and
share lessons and good news stories so that other museums can consider their own future
involvement.
These initiatives are also likely to provide opportunities for partnership working between
museums and more widely across the cultural and heritage sector. Many museums are already
closely linked to libraries, archives and galleries and others might be linked on a local or regional
basis to undertake joint work with other cultural partners such as the National Trust or the Art
Fund. The upcoming activities around WW1 are already a focus for cross-sector working and
other opportunities should be sought.
The target groups for this initiative will be all museums, their workforce and their governing
bodies and also potential local partners for example libraries, archives, galleries and visitor
attractions.
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Marketing messages could include:
•
•
•
•
•

Museums and their collections have a unique relevance to their local communities and the
development of the community
Museums can be a means to join in some great local, regional, national and UK wide events
Museums are accessible and open to all
Museums offer a surprising range of fun activities to suit all and are relevant to our lives today
You can benefit from joint ticketing or joint promotional offers that many museums make
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8: Delivering key advocacy messages for museums
In this initiative the national marketing team will seek to promote a set of key advocacy
messages aimed at challenging outmoded perceptions about what museums in
contemporary Wales are and do.
For the museum sector in Wales and across the UK as a whole it is clear that audience
development and marketing needs to be underpinned by advocacy – the promotion of key
messages about the exciting diversity of what museums do and the audiences they serve.
Both as part of marketing to current non-visitors and as a basis for partnership building with
the tourism sector, local authorities and others, it is critical to update people’s understanding
of the richly stimulating experience that museums have to offer to people with widely differing
backgrounds, interests and needs and to stress museums’ particular relevance to people’s sense
of place and community. It is important that the work of the national marketing team serves to
promote museums’ contribution to formal and informal life-long learning and skills development
and to Wales’ local, regional and national economy – especially through tourism. Wherever
possible these messages need to be backed by both hard statistical and engaging anecdotal
evidence.
The Federation of Art Galleries and Museums in Wales’ ‘Advocacy Strategy 2011–2014’ and
‘Advocacy Toolkit’ for Welsh museums were published in 2011 and cite the definition included by
the Museums Association in its 2010 ‘Love Museums’ advocacy campaign materials:
Advocacy is the process whereby an organisation seeks to influence others in order
to gain support for its mission, interests or course of action. In order to achieve this,
networks of support are developed and used to lend credibility, wield influence and
offer third-party endorsement.
There are two main ways in which advocacy is considered and undertaken:
1) As a form of political communication used to influence political decision-making.
It might be undertaken in order to influence funding settlements, policy, legislation
etc. With the reputation of lobbyists in decline, many believe advocacy has become a
‘softer’ and more acceptable way to refer to political communications.
2) As a form of stakeholder communications. Stakeholders are broadly defined
as “any group or individual who can affect and is affected by the achievement of the
organisation’s objectives” (Freeman, 1984). Advocacy, where it is focused towards
stakeholders, is an approach that would view political decision-makers as just one of
the many groups potentially interested in a museum’s mission, interests or course of
action.
The stakeholder approach to advocacy takes a broader view, and recognises that
many different groups, with differing interests, are involved in making decisions and
wielding influence. It also allows museums to undertake advocacy at different levels
– from building relationships with a local authority to demonstrating the value of a
museum’s work to community leaders.
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The key advocacy messages identified by the Federation are:
1.
2.
3.

Museums empower people through education and inspiration
Collections in museums help communities to regenerate and forge their identity
Museums contribute to the economy

A series of supporting statements for these are expanded in the Toolkit:
See: http://welshmuseumsfederation.org/index.php?page=advocacy
The MA’s ‘Love Museums’ campaign materials provide statistics and analysis to support
advocacy messages around visiting (visiting figures and satisfaction levels), communities,
tourism, and economic benefit.
See: http://www.museumsassociation.org/campaigns/love-museums
Some key messages for the national marketing team to promote are:
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

People value museums. Visitor numbers are high, and increasing, and visitor satisfaction
levels are good. As evidenced by the Museums Association’s 2013 ‘Public Perceptions’1
research , even non-visitors value museums’ role in caring for and preserving national and
local heritage and trust them as repositories and sharers of knowledge and expertise.
Museums are relevant. Their role has changed over time and never more so than in the
last 10–15 years. As well as their traditional role of collecting, preserving and sharing rich
collections and related information, museums now play an increasing role in supporting both
local and dispersed communities (including online ‘virtual’ communities).
Museums strengthen people’s sense of heritage and place. Welsh museums, from small
independents to the largest nationals, have a key role to play in supporting Welsh people’s
engagement with their heritage and their sense of place. This can be very local – with small
local museums in particular holding collections at the heart of the communities for which they
have the most deeply resonant meaning and value.
Museums can be catalysts for regeneration through the creation of new venues and civic
spaces.
Museums provide exciting spaces for formal and informal learning offering alternative, outof-the-classroom experiences that challenge and engage young people and learners of all
ages.
Museums support skills development. Through encouraging participative practice (e.g.
co-curation of exhibitions) and working with community groups and individual volunteers and
work placements, museums can offer a resource and ‘safe space’ for developing people’s
skills and confidence both for the workforce and the community.
Museums are good for business and support the tourism economy. They showcase the
best of the nation’s history and culture to the widest possible audiences. They attract evergreater numbers of tourists through their doors. Through the money they spend these museum
visitors deliver economic benefits to local economies.

Public perceptions of and attitudes to the purposes of museums in society: A report prepared by BritainThinks for
Museums Association, Britain Thinks, Museums Association, 2013
http://www.museumsassociation.org/news/03042013-public-attitudes-research- published?utm_source=ma&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=03042013
1
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•

Public expenditure on culture is a small fraction of overall government spending, but
reaps dividends. Museums are both part of and support the creative and cultural industries.
The sector as a whole, and most individual museums, operate on a mixed economy model
drawing on a variety of income streams, including not just public funding, but private
investment, individual giving and earned income. A level of public subsidy remains vital to the
on-going success of the sector and public support for this funding remains high. Museums
and galleries generate meaningful economic benefits, through areas such as jobs, tourism,
inward investment and regeneration. This economic return often levers significantly higher
economic benefits - putting more in than it takes out. Museums and galleries are a sound
investment.

And a key message for the museum sector itself is that is it stronger when working together.
Target groups. The advocacy message should underpin everything that the marketing team
does, informing: press releases aimed at the media and general public; partnership building
with the tourism industry, the wider heritage sector and education bodies who provide important
markets for museums; as well as communication with local and national politicians and all local,
regional and national individuals and bodies who set policy or provide resources for cultural
provision.
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9: Developing media relations for the museum sector
This initiative seeks to develop good media relations between the museum sector as a
whole and the national media in Wales (and beyond). Developing good media relations will
be vital to delivering the advocacy message and individual newsworthy stories effectively
at national level.
Most local and regional museums have useful, productive relationship with their local media,
enabling them to place stories regularly in the local press or on local radio. However, they
struggle to interest the national media or local TV. This initiative seeks ways to broaden the
national media’s awareness of and links with the museum sector as a whole and increase the
capacity and ability of local museums to access national media contacts.
Amgueddfa Cymru invests in a national marketing, press and communications team and has
built strong, but carefully nuanced relationships with national press and media contacts. There is
potential for Amgueddfa Cymru to offer advice to the national marketing team and to support the
team’s developing its own contact base.
As well as ensuring that projects involving partnership between local museums and Amgueddfa
Cymru always get promoted to the national media, it might occasionally be appropriate for
Amgueddfa Cymru to lead on stories that draw on the work of museums across Wales and
reinforce the nationals’ own advocacy message by demonstrating the social, economic and
cultural value of the museum sector as a whole.
The regular online ‘Museum stories of the Month’ initiative (see above) will provide a helpful
mechanism for the national marketing team to source and promote stories of potential national
interest to the national media. It is vital that stories should be selected that illustrate the key
advocacy messages listed below.
The target groups for this initiative will be all national media, traditional and online.
Marketing messages could include:
•
•
•

Examples of how museums are contributing to local or national social, economic and cultural
priorities enhancing people’s lives
Unusual or exciting developments and newsworthy stories relating to collections, donations,
finds or exhibitions of more than local interest
New developments in museums particularly relating to technology
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